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War Accounts for Small Registration

Bradley Addresses

Board Announces Appointment

Eastern's First Summer Term
Enrollment Passes 500 Mark

El Graduates

Dr. Beu Accepts Presidency of
Western Teachers College

Little, Oliver
Win Scholarships

Women Students

Chief Artist

Outnumber Men

DECLARING THAT the
process of decency

fJCHOES OF- a world at war are re;rerberating

across

the

enrollment

uates ·at

commencement

for the

afte

liation of 504, only Hl9, or slightly

est hour-will emerge a new world, a

Of the total regis

sions.

less than 22 per cent, are men.

over

502 women and 188 men.

ten

Latin Ameri•can artists on July

----

------

Helpers

tege is sponsor, and a dance recital by
ll!oise Moore and her company of

�4.

in

:lvhich

a

student may

eight

&enn.
Offer New Subjects
iBeginning Banish, modern chem

ptry with applications t.o the war,

JI.story of Latin-American nations,

rtitemational relations of the Unit

ed States, and algebra and trigon

tmetry which are ,req'Qi.red of men

D. Covi

orary ar'& fraternity,

announced

and students registered at Eastern
first

divisions.

the

first

term include: Art - Dr. Mildred

l\Vlliting and Louis Hoover; Botany

,_.or. H. F. Thut; Zoology-Dr. c. S.

RPooner; Nature Study-Dr. Walter

summer

term.

Accord

ing to Ruth Weakley, contest chair
prizes will 1be awarded to the

winners in each of
The

four different

contest

will

close

during the fourth week of this term,

and winners will he announced the
following week.
This is

an

oportunity for

every

college student to show his talents

M. Scruggs; HygieD.e--JDr. Harold
M. Cavins and Dr. Ethel E. Little;
ll>mmerce--Dr. James M. Thomp

of subject matter is possil:>le in four

\lessie M. Hunter� Education-Dr. F.

animals), and a special division for

'BOn,

Dr. Earl S. Dickerson and Miss

A. Beu, Dr. H. L. Metter, Dr. Donald
>A. :Rothschild, Dr. Bryan Heise, Dr.
!Arthur U. Edwards, .Or. Hans Olsen,
Dr. William iH. Zeigel, Dr. Elizabeth
K. l.Awson and J. Oliver carson;

lbglish-Miss Isabel McKinney, F.

L. Andrews, Dr. Eugene M. Waffle
and Miss Harriet Love; Foreign Lan

jlga,ge-Dr.

Kevin Guinagh.

Peography-Miss Ruby Harris and

Dr. Rose

Zeller;

ts.rts-Dr.

Walter

�Miss Wilma

Home Economics

Warner;

in simple sketching.

A large variety

divisions: still life, landscape, figure
drawing

(including portraiture and

Industrial

A. Klehm

and

·

ling "technique' possessed by the in
dividual.
Miss

Weakley

states

that

no

names will be revealed until after

all decisions have been made, as
an

portunity to be a winner.

equal op
Dr. Mil

dred R. Whiting, head of the Art

department and Kappa Pi

sponsor,

�----- --�-

<m.en)-W.

S.

showed to a total of over 10,500 per

Edith �ht and Miss Mabel J.

over a year ago.

sical

Education

(women)

-

Miss

ltupprtch.

Chemistry-Dr. H. E. Phip.:ps; Phy

lles---<Dr.

o. L. Railsback and An

drew E. McArthy; Social Science-
Dr. S. E. Thomas, Dr. Glenn H. sey
mour, Dr. Donald R. Alter and Dr.
William G.

Glenn Ross;

Wood;

Speech-Dr. J.

Training

School-Dr.

sons since it was released slightly
Under the direction of Roy

Wilson, Eastern's Public

Relations

director, the movie has recently com
pleted a tour of high schools a.nd
various

state.

clubS in

this part

of the

The movie had its premier in De

cember, 1940 •before an enthusiastic

:Metter and Dr. Edwards; Miss Leah

audience of students, fwculty

Miss Bernice I. Bankson, Miss Myr

gan its "tour."

I. Stevens,

tle

Arnold,

Miss

Miss

Emlly

'v. Baker,

Nannilee

klers, Miss Mary Samter and

!Margaret B. Donley.

Saun

Miss

K.

townspeople.

Shortly

after

To date it

it

has

and

be

than Eastern,

.groups,

four

official

state

nine grade schools, 12 com

Mr. Van Horn, who has ibeen do
ing graduate work at Indiana Uni

munity organizations, and 35 high

will be in charge of TC athletics. Miss
�ht and Miss ifu.ker have been

the wuversity of Michigan.

:Jersity for the past several months,

on

leave for graduate study in New

York City during the past year.

the Department of Registration and

scholarship was presented to Mar

guerite Little '43, an English ffi!l,jor

from Paris.

The University of Illi

nois graduate scholarship and sti

:i::endurn of $300 was presented· to
Earl Oliver.

A reception for the graduates was

held on the campus east of

the

health education ibuilding following

the recessional.

schools.

shlpped

On

for

one occasion,

a

special

it was

showing

at

Several film committees have re

viewed it and found it to be an ex

ceptional motion picture of its type.

He is co-author of a il:>ook, "An In

troduction to Education," written in
collaboration with Dr. Emma Rein

hardt, head of the Eastern Educa
tion department,

Eastern catalog just pul:>lished re

enroll

ment during the last two yea.rs, due

to the effect of the war.

A sununary of attendance reveals

that a grand total of 2,587 :persons
were

registered

in

the

campus training schools and in ex
tension classes for

the 12

ending May 29, 1942.
enrollment

year was

for

the

955.

months

Total college

regular

school

Extension

classes

dents enrolled at TC and z·ao in the

Buzzard Attends
Executive School

training school.

These sta-tistics

1,218 in 194-0.

left scllool last week-end for Mich

more

than two

past three years.

Education

of

which

G.

Frank

Thompson, chairman of the Illinois

State Teaohers College iboard, is di
rector.

Thompson Devises
Achievement Test
DR. JAMES M. Thompson, head of
the

Commer�e department,

has

recently written an achievement test

The total

M. Rowe Company of Baltimore and

number of students at TC has not

varied

The a nnouncement was made l:>y

with a

compare

total college enrollment of 1,192 in
1941 and

and published in

college, in

beckoned 610 persons with 213 stu•

during the

although 90 per cent of the stu

which has l>een published by the H.
Chicago.

Dr. Thompson's test was written

for the purpose of testing achieve

ment in connection with the ibook

for Executives" from June 15 to 27.

dents who attend Eastern come less

"The Business of Life," written l:>y

ciation of•Teach;:rs

Illinois counties were represented by

son.
The test consist of four sections

Sponsorep_ by the American Asso

Colleges, the

than 100 miles from their home, 54

program has been ,arranged to pro

students during the past year.

sive planning for a

nois also were registered.

vide opportunities for more inten
teacher

education

program

in the

of

United

Stu

dents from 11 states other than Illi
The cowities represented includ

teach

ed: BGnd, Boone, Champaign, Chris

of the United States are planning

Cook, Crawford, Cumberland, Doug

States.

Approximately 125

ers college presidents from all parts

to attend the school at Clear Lake

specialized typ11s of educational de

\'elopment, including graduate study
and extension programs;

prol:>lems

related to the enrichment of stu

dent experience; the organization of
a staff for the continuous develop

ment and improvement of the edu
cational

program prol:>lems

related

to the maintenance of constructive

relations with the community area;
and

problems

overlapping responsibilities.

President Buzzard has 1been nam

ed chairman of
groups.

tian,

Clark,

Clay,

las, DuPage,

Clinton,

Edgar, Edwards,

Ef

fingham, Fayette, Franklin, Fulton,

Greene, Henry, Iroquois, Jasper, Jef�
ferson, Jersey,

Kane,

Kankakee,

Lake, Lawrence, Logan, Macon, Ma
coupin, Madison, Marion,

McLean,

one of the study

used

Matching, short answer, completion
and multiple choice
questions are
the types used.

The book is primarily for stu
dents in the ninth grade and deals
get
with the problem of how to
along more amicably with people.

Faculty Members

Randolph, Richland, St. Clair, San

FOUR MEMBERS of Eastern's fac-

Wabash, Wayne, White, Whiteside,

niversary

Morgan,

Moultrie,

Piatt,

gamon, Shelby, Tazewell, Vermilion,
and Williamson.

Other states represented included

Alabama, Arkanasas,

ana,

Iowa,

Idaho,

Minnesota,

Indi

Missouri,

Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia.

ulty celebrated their wedding an
Tuel!day night, June 16

with a dinil.er in Mattoon.

Mrs. Donald Alter, ·Dr.

Dr. and

and

Glenn Seymour, and Mr. and

Mrs.

Mrs.

Franklyn Andrews were the guests

of Dr. and Mrs. Donald A. Roths
child at the dinner.

For the past sevffal years, these

four couples have had the custom of

Officials Announce

celebrating
ternating

NYA Appropriation

year.

the event together, al

host

and

hostess

each

EASTERN'S R.EC'EIVING of an une�pected

NYA

appropriation

ummer

Hi-Tri League

14

DEAN OF Women

delivered

Elizabeth

an

of

term al

lowed school administrators to place

K.

students

ment.

on

part-time employ

According to Oecil

Werner, who

address to

is in charge of NYA this summer,

camp at Camp Seymour outside of

Chemistry, Physics, and Botany de

the members of the Hi-Tri league

10.

with a definite type of ol:>jective
question
exclusively in each.

Celebrate Anniversary

gomery,

$210 for the first s

Decatur

A. B. ZuTavern and Elmer J. Erick

McHenry, Menard, Monroe, Mont

Lawson Addresses

Lawson

Coles,

of control, finance an d

been

shown to 12 college groups, other

schools at Hebron.

veal a continuous drop in

The Livingston C. Lord memorial

sonnel policies relating to the staff;

iangus and Paris J. Van Hom; Phy

high school and from 1922 to 1927
he served
as
superintendent of

uates.

made the presentations to the grad

at the sohocl will include the devel

been

---------

December, 1936.

124

opment and administration of per

has

----

FIGURES CONTAlNElD in the new

the

Subjects which will ibe investigat

College Movie

ture, "Life at Eastern,"

From 192'J to 1922 he was prin

cipal and coach of the Cry�tal Lake

Dr. Frank A. Beu

F. A. Beu announced the candidates
and President Robert G. Buzzard

for

ed and discussed by planning groups

EASTER.N'S OFFICIAL motion pie�

Education

tral Association."

Catalog Contains
Vital Statistics

authorization

Camp, near Battle Creek, Mich.

Continued on Page Six

el Hanson and Robert A. Warner;

thysical

board,

igan where he will attend a "School

pages of any type of scrawls, scrolls,

Completes Tour

Eth

college

drawings, dots, dashes, or any dood

Jieller and Miss Gertrude Hendrix;

Rilsic-Dr. Leo J. Dvorak, !Miss

mal Schools and Teachers COileges

in the Territory of the North Cen

'44, pre

PRESIDENT ROBERT G. Buzzard,

Wayne P. Hughes; Library - Miss

:Mary J. Booth, Miss May Smith,
Miss Either Duggleby, and
Miss
Ruth Paul; Mathematics-Dr. H. F.

Moss

The latter requires only

doodlers.

suring every individual

Harris Heads Geographers

directed

degrees and the 53 diplomas. Dean

last week the opening of a sketch

for sununer study.

tor

and

tration of Publicly Supported Nor

Anfinson, played

and Elizabeth

granted

OHI CHA.PI'E!R. of Kappa Pi, hon-

man,

members

made a study of "The Legal Basis
for the Organization
Adminis

the

Mrs. Helen R. Pegelow, member of

Art Fraternity
Sponsors Contest

bumber of the courses are designed
llsJ>ecially for teachers in the field

Faculty

Rudolph

the state teachers

this

who have returned to the campus

the processional,

sented two vocal numbers.

iwhich are being offered.

large

Dr.

tion

ing contest for all faculty members

A

In l936 he received his Ph. D. de
gree from the University of Chicago.
For his
doctor's
dissertation he

Methodist church, gave the invoca

R. Weakley

-

\!;ho enlist in the U. S. NaV'al Re

!l!erve, are some of the 124 courses

cele

Bennett's "Pacific Panorama." ReV'

each

earn

Dr. Bradley, who recently

brated his 18th anniversary on the

erend 1Paul M. CUrry , pastor of the

A normal load consists of two
credit

versity in 1920 and his M. A. degree
from the same institution in 1923.

by

the second from July 13 to August
of

rived and this is the hour."

Eastern symphonic band,

the first .from June 8 to July 10 and
hours

44 years of age.

Foll<>wing

'two half-terms of five weeks each,

luarter

Born at Huntley, Ill., Dean Beu is
He received his A.
B. degree from Northwestern uni

shrapnel can ever destroy an idea

state teachers oollege board.

ummer

piurses, which meet twice daily, by

of Western since 1912.

"No

air as pastor of the People's church
in Chicago, also is a member of the

Eastern is offering this s

H.

Dr. Bradley said.

when the hour for that idea has ar

Mildred Whiting

Dr.

llighlights for the first term in

30 and July 1 of which the col

good,"

bomber, no silil>marine, no shot, no

itudent body last sununer included

lln

ers College Board held in Chicago
Tuesday morning. He will succeed
President Walter P. Morgan, who is
retiring after haV'ing served as head

"Evil men and evil principles have

The

lerence and Exhibit scheduled for

Out of this--history's great

never had .but a temporary triumph

were enrolled a year ago for the 1941

clude the annual Educational Con

dent of the Western Illinois State
Teachers college at Macomb- at a
meeting of the Illinois Etate Teach

new type of leadership."

This year's total figure is nearly
200 less than the 690 students who

summer term of eight weeks.

the Education department at East
ern since 1927 and dean of instruc
tion since 1933, was elected presi

rnoon,

F'.riday

wee.Jr. of the first half term

of five weeks.

DR. FRANK A. Beu, a member of

the 43rd annual Ea.stem

June 29, that they are entering "one
of the most important of all profes

t)>cning

After 15 Years

grad

pets, Dr. Preston Bradley told

mer, according to registration fig
on

honor

cannot be defeated by military pup

Eastern

IJll!!JllpUS more than ever this sum
ures based

and

Dean Leaves

Westerner

historical

Wednesday evening, June

those employed are wm·king for the

partments, on the grounds, and in
administrative offices.

Accident Proves
Fatal to Van Horn
WORD HAS been received in Char-

leSton that Harlan Van Horn, an

alumnus of E�tem, was killed June

5 when he was struck :by a west

bound passenger tra.in while work
ing

on

the

Pennsylvania railroad

west of his home in Greenville,

EASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

PAGE TWO

Men Outnumber Women

Many College Graduates Fail
To Find Occupa_tional Shortages
MORE THAN half of the 1942
uates

of Amerfcan

grad-

colleges

most essential to the

war

release

cation.

The graduates in social sciences,

TWO FORMER Eastern

art, and languages-48 per cent of
thooe

completing

careers-and
pleting

are. com

evening,

cine and its related fields.

Edwardsville.

:

some of the facts established by

the survey are:
145,187

the

Sue Brasel

Acting on information concern
ing occupational shortages designat

year.

of

bride's parents at

neering, the physical sciences medi

institutions could release during the

4,

at 8 o'clock in the

_

'44,

college pal of the
bride's,

served as

bridesmaid,

and

Herschel Biggs of

S. Baughman

Charleston was best man.

Mrs. Conley is a Home Economics
major, a member of Chi Delta Gam
ma social sorority, and

�mberton Hall

a

former

resident. The spring

management house.

Lieutenant Oonley is from Char

his enlistment in the army

The 145,187 undergraduates with

played

the

Mrs.

was attended by her

The

el,ght months ago.
his

aibout

On May 20, he

training in occupational fields, list

received

wings at Kelly Field,

graduated by January, 1943, but less

school, he was a mathematics major

for

employ

ment during the period.

Men outnumber women two to OI\e

among the

graduates.

In

some

fields, for instance, engineering, the
ratio is 600 to one.

In general fields, the percentage
of graduates will ibe: management
and administration, 10 per cent; ag

riculture and biology eight per cent;
medicine and related fields, lu per
cent; engineering and physical sci

ences, 22 per cent; social sciences,
38 per cent; arts and languages, 10
per cent; clergy, two ,per cent.

Graduates in these fields number

13 of each 10,000 population in the
United States.

The ratio remains

almost identical ill all areas except
ing New England,

Mountain statee.

and the Rocky

In New England,

graduates number 20 in

each 10,-

000 population; in the Rocky Moun
tain states, se>'en in each 10,000.
of

graduates in

management and administration is

highest in the South Atlantic states;
in agrioulture and biology in

Springs,

be stationed.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Conley, Sr., Mr.

and Mrs. Herschel Biggs, Sue Brasel,
Edward Day and Nettie Hill attend
ed the wedding from Charleston.

trained manpower survey in the in

.She was a member of Kappa Delta
ternity at

or wore white faille and carried red

now residing.

Pi, national honorary education fra
the

university

and

has

since .been teaclring in the public

s·chools of Urbana.
The

groom

is -the

son

of

Mrs.
Edith Tuxhorn of Washington, 'D.
C., and is city attorney at Cham
paign.

the

West South Central states and the

ELIZABETH SMITH '44, was electpresident of

Pemberton Hall

Rocky Mountain states; in medicine
in engineering in

the

East North

the East South Central States;

in

arts and languages, in the Pacific

states;

and in clergy, in the East'

South Central.

One out of each four graduates in

pajama

patty

Miss Smith,

by
who

hails from Metcalf,

Ill., has served

on

the Pem Hall coun
cil

and
E. Smith

this
has

past

year

ibeen

which

as

will

enable

workers."

mitory during both of her two years

as an Eastern student.

She is ma

joring in commerce.
Carrie Meinkoth '44, former Hall
who is completing work
on her degree this summer,
was
chosen secretary-treasurer.
She is
an elementary education major and
resident,

is a native of Trenton, Ill.

SHOE 'REPAIRING

kter of Lincoln and Tenth

student.

The

GROCERY

try

Welton's Shoe Shop

Tenth and Lincoln

Between 5th & 6th on Route If

students.

occ upational fields in the
States.

United

They are New York, with

approximately 23,000; Pennsylvania,
13,000;

Illinois,

10,500;

Bill McCarthy of Charles

ton was ·best man.
The bride

was

graduated

BRAD ING'S

from

SHOE REPAIRING

Eastern where she was president of
Kappa

Pi, national honorary

Art

Quality Materials and

fraternity, and Alpha Tau Nu social

Prompt Service
PHONE 173

417 Seventh St.

before

c;:orps.

enlisting in

the Army

air

IN CHARLESTON

The newlyweds left Saturday, June

13, for San Antonio, Texas, where
they will live.

IT'S

Lieutenant Perry is

an instructor at Kelly Field.

New Yorker
Visits Dr. Ross
MISS LA.URA fl.()ss of

New

York

City is spending a 10-day vaca

tion ,in Charleston visiting Dr. and
Mrs. J. Glenn Ross.

rived Tuesday.

Miss Ross ar

DRY CLEANING
We

KEITH'S

BREAD
"Ask for it

Own and Operate

by name"

S

PHONE

cheidker
ignifies
ati�fcatory
erv1ce
-

234

-

KEITH'S
BAKERY
Wholesale

PHONE

Bakers

of

710 Lincoln Ave.

Holsum Bread

Ch arle ston, DI.

CllA!R'LESTON, ILLINOIS

For that Feeling of Refreshment try ....

Our Home Made Ice
Cream
SUMMER HEAT,,

Current Styling in Paint

Nine states, each with more than

about half of the graduates in these

employt
Corpo�
where they are
He ls

"JUST THE PLACE TO FORGET THAT

Sherwin-Williams Color Guide Suggests

Faculty Losses Grow

6,0JO graduates in 1942 account l'dr

tion in Indianapolis

gradua._

Many Flavored Sundaes, Sodas and Malts

Southern

states and the prairie states have
the lowest number of poo tgra.ctuate

enrolled at Eastern.

a

nomical prices.

the New England states is a post

graduate

The groom is

Our Own Plant

AD KIN'S

For Up-to-Date

a

resident of the dor-

groceries and meats at eco

in the West North oentral States�

Central Stateg; in social sciences, in

night at a 10 o'clock

is it important that women train in
sciences

ternity.

the University of Illinois ·one year

ready to give you quality

those

roses.

Eastern where she was a ctive in Pi

He attended Eastern two years and

Smith President

fUl conduct of this war," he said.
"Youth themselves must choooe to

them to replace men

Betty Baker '42, as maid of hon

and Mrs. J. R. Perry of Charleston.

Adkins is back on the cor

Especially

an arm bouquet of white roses, iba

Lieutenant Perry is the son of Mr.

Pemites Elect

ed

d r e s s 'was

sorority.

skilled in those profeS&ions and oc

enter these professions.

Mat
atterute4

Vogt graduated from

ed by the Curtiss-Wright

source lies in our aibility to produce

are

Mrs.

by's breath and lilies of the valley.

gree from the University of Illinois.

Now!

young men and women who

by

of yellow rose buds.

of Georgetown high school who later

that the institutions make every ef

"We know that our most vital re

ceremony

prin�

ed silk jersey with shoulder corsagt

organza and her veil
E. Henkle
was fingertip length. She carried

Eastern with the class of '33 and
later received her Master of Arts de

fort to increase the number of grad
uates in the fields of shortage.

ring

bride's

from

stitutions of higher learnirig, urged

cupations necessary to the success

Administration Leads Field

The percentage

Colorado

double

·The maid of honor, Ma

donna Armes, wore a white

Omega Pi, honorary Commerce fra·

graduated

The group then took the newly

eel a train for

the

formed

breath.

arm

and baby'll

red roses

em,broidered

Tuxhorn

ble.

Colo., where Lieutenant Conley will

!Rever

of

white

Mrs.

tive wedding cake centering the ta

J

roses,

end W. I. Blair per

bana attended the bridegroom.

Following the ceremony a wedding

weds to St. Louis, where they .board

Before an altar of

white

white accessories and carried an

toon hig h school and later

dinner wa.s served with an attrac

available

b_ouquet

Gordon F. Kamerer of Ur

will become

A total of 27,'093 graduate students

The •bride wore a t ailored white

c a n d 1 el i g h t. The

roses.

dormitory residents.

of these will :be in the

Immaculate Conceptio4 in

12.

ton at 8 o'clock Friday night, June

{;elanese print and carried Pinochio

and a member of Phi Sigma Epsilon
social fraternity.

half

the

Mattoon.

·bengaline street length frock. with

Rains, who was .attired in a blue

fields in which shortages now exist.

than

of

o'cloclt'
chapel

and Mrs. Carl Henkle in Charles

sister, Mary

for the summer term last Tuesday

near San Antonio, Texas.

bridge of Lieutenant Edward Per

bride

While, in

ed by the National Roster will be

studen�

last Friday, June 12 in the

ELLEN LEE Henkle '42, became the

light blue and carried a bouquet of
gardenias and orchids.

MARY JANE Feree, fornier

also a former student at 5

Home of Bride
ry at the home of her parents, Mr.

Jack

term this year she lived at the home

leston and attended Eastern before

Students Graduate

June

Former Students
Take Fatal Step
:became the bride of R. W. Vogt,

Ceremony Occurs at

Alpert

Thursday

wedding march on the organ.

June

home

effort to establish how many pro
fessionally trained young people the

the bride of

Tuxhorn wore a gaberdine suit of

mar

such as those now existing in engi

leges and universities, professional
and
colleges,
and technological
teacher-training institutions in an

became

iMartha

ried T h u r s d a y

and biology-another 10 per cent-

ed by the National Roster of Scien
tific and Specialized Personnel, the
American Council on E:ducation re
cently polled more than 1,000 col

ton,

Tuxhorn of Champaign

on Monroe street.

students,

tenant Earl Conley '43, were

in agriculture

will not find occupational shortages

Wedding Bells Ring
For Henkle-Perry

Urb:ina and formerly of Charles

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Rains

Shirley Baughman '43, and Lieu

their college

those who

their work

VELMA EUGENE Rains '33, now of

light ceremony at the home of her

Baughman-Conley
Make Altar Trek

effort, ac

from the American Council on Edu

all

Velma Rains '33
Weds Attorney
afternoon at 4 o'clock in a candle

and

universities are not trained for work
cording to a recent press
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Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
. PHONE 85

6TH & RAILROAD

GREEN'S

HOME MADE
IC E CREAM

Just 4 Doors South of Square on Sixth Street

Massachus

etts, 10,000; California, 9,000; Ohio,

8,900; Michigan, 8,000; Texas, 7,000;
Indiana, 6,000.

Enrollments are dropping from 8
per cent to 25 per cent, and fac
ulty losses are heavy as the Selective
Service drafts are enlarged and the
manpower needs of industry grow.
Dr. C. S. Marsh, vice· president of

the American Council on Education,
who

directed

the

professionally-

WERDEN'S GROCERY
Just off t)le s.ciuare on

They Laughed

•

•

•

when

We extend an invitation to all

I Bought

a

Bicycle

Eastern students to take ad·
vantage of the services ren·
dered by this institution.

Sixth St.

Yoe/// Like to Trade

at Werden's

J. G. R�

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK
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Sands of Time

Around ....

COLSEYBUR ....

The Cracker Barrel
.... by Crummy

COLSEYBUR TAKES EIGHT HOURS
PLANS TO REN EW CERTIFICATE

l'ROF'ESSOR

COLSEYBUR, the greatest

space-filler

of

all

times

DEAR MYRTLE:

<195

boys to carry in the wood."

Colseybur expects to complete a twelve,

ireeks course in three weeks since
the Fourth of July comes on Sat

�day

and classes meet three times
day, morning, afternoon and at

a

as

usual,

is

l>ending the summer on her farm,

Diilking

the cows, we

hop&.

Well,

lhere are no mes on Colseybur, eith
er.

When, at my desk, I sit to write,
Even the simplest thing,
The pen leaps up and struts about,

She kissed him
�ptness and

with

all

the
a
of

reluctance

leather signing her contract.

but there are matinees every after
noon.

We

suppose

the

morning

l]lows are for children.
:t'eachers certainly
�lors, all right.

a boat.

aching

The pillow's soft and white,
Fingered breezes caressingly

Intricate leafy patterns a.re
Shimmering o'er

the wall,

¥Y heart is filled with mem'ries

AFTER

The day cannot recall.

display

a Uttle blue on days when bills are

.due.

we graduated twenty years ago!"

Glassco Lands Job
JERRY GLASSCO,

who

CLASS gossip: "PS&t - and

hasn·� she put. on the pounds since

the

They're in the red,

�ways pure, and, we suspect, just

our

former students came

borne on furlough to get married,
but his girl wasn't at home, so he
ilarried another girl, thus proving
that "Time is of the essence."

cently received an appointment

as

instrument technician, according to
an announcement iby Capt. Maxwell
W. Balfour, director of the Spartan
School of Aeronautics, which Jerry
attended.

!tinally gave up being women dod

at Eastern,

just

ask

the

faculty;

i}ley're probably out of it, too.
Schools

are

like

defense plants,

With teachers hanging around

to

defend the plants (hot house).
"Ev'ery morning," says our
ltiend, Mr.

Hughes, "I say, 'good
liorning, students,' and he replies,
•good morning, professor.' "
If you don't recite every day in
every class, it's sabotage. ,
When a fellow says flat tire now,

out extra-curricular
like.

activities

is

is like war-all

Getting education the

hard way

J-riding to school on your rim.

just no "sugar daddies."
The sororities are at peace for the

for

only 11, five-weeks visit, but we've
got a lot of room, and you might

just as well stay 10.

As far as rains a.re

concerned,

&stern students are 'being prepared
for tropical warfare.
We've

had

Week,

know

"brush your uppers courses," but his
dentist is out of town and he needs
a new plate.

we

women

us out of snap courses?

home.

There are plenty of men

10
-

years must be what they mean by

out comes de bottle

Rennels--No. What kind of

made up of physically, mentally,
and emotionally immature boys?
Moss-No.

In

the

first

place, the majority of the boys are
not mature enough to be in any
of our armed forces.

you can do before dinner.

There are

also :many jobs

at

have to be done.

Even though we

home

which

women are willing to do our share,
who went to summer school just to
pick up a few majors and ended up
with a confused adolescent.

there are some jobs that can

be

done only by men.

Sue Brasel-Yes, I think the

limit should be lowered.

The only way to get a man around

Yamamoto,
boat-o."

age

Fellows

19 are just as mature

as

er because she is always telling you.

Education

is moV'ing fast
so

spend

all their time in the library, unless

\hey spent all of their money the
iirst week.
Don't put all of your eggs in one
l>asket unless you are sure of your

tires.
With classes meeting twice a day

a fellow doesn't have much time for
llohbies.

home

No social whirl,

it up

here

right.

ale"

you that

while

New

he's shown Life!

comes

well be in the army as in Illinois
summ er school.

show it on ship..,bored.

that

it aint'

Well, I

gotta close

see Dean Heller.

now and go

Me and Him hav

in" heard that vaudev'ille was alive

a.gin, are goin' to form an act.

We

call it ".Angel and Heller."
'Till den, I am, your,
CRUMMY.

champagne.

we could get with what

we had in our victory garden.
Well, C:olsey lets go wid a mighty
wallop.

Ya could see that the years
of experience he had slingin' stuff
around in his column had given him
muscle.
tle!

Boysl

There goes the bot

It won't bust.

Still no dice.

He tries again.

So he gets mad and

picks up an axe and wallops the bot
tle hard as he can.
Boy, you'd a
thought that a cloud burst had hit
the shin-dig. What a sight it was.
There was Ross blowin' the foam off
Ccolsey's

noggin.

There

was

Miss

CAMPBELL'S
ELECTR IC
SHOE SHOP
Just

South of Square on 7th

Select a
WASHABLE
• •••

must

•

•

•

•

�@@� OFF

WARDROBE
for

SUMMER
at

Between Classes with an
ICE COLD DARI-ORAN GE,

Refreshment

ROOT BEER, PHOSPHATE

Try...

ROLEY'S
ICE CREAM
STORE
Sandwiches

or MAL TED MILK
at the

LITTLE CAMPUS
and KO-OP

For classes to begin!
FOR QUALITY TRY
BOLEY'S

Bays, there'll be no hanging!
Front."

trip.

You'd a enjoyed it.

these

see to it that the iris bloom twice
a year.

)l:very evening we're lonesome

If we don't hang together these

Eastern?" all

(Now, right here I'll

"on or

the emergency we

at

Colsey's

der"-with no sign of delivery yet.
During

burned.

over the place he had, just as well

many of us are

Order is still

Colsey

Den Mr. Wilson decidin' that since

little patch of Uncle Sam's lettuce

under
20 are not emotionally ready for

your

Malted Milks and

No activity din!

Second

fiddlin'

Colsey gets up and grabs the bot

life and most boys

Patricia Lane-They might just as

Then and NQw

"Hitler welcomes

Miller arranged it) wit Nero Warner

meeting ourselves coming back.
The

"The

many fellows who are 21 and over.

If

Maps are constantly changing.
it, look at

singin'

tle like he was really goin' to do

!Military service isn't exactly like

You can always tell a school teach

believe

was

William S. Warford-Definitely not.

here is to take a ooy to raise.

you don't

Dvorak

It was real touchin'!

But it's the best bottle o' "ginger

an army would it :be if partially

galley.

out wid a Latin version of "Wok out,

taking still more.
Becky

Alter was proofin' the java in the

nagh, Michael, and Carman break

tell

IJfablishing a Second Front.
shouldn't

at

Dere was Dr. Little
and
Nurse
Thompson, swa:bbin' the deck. Sea
man Seymour was up in the spar
row5s house (or what ever it's call

So ended a very touchin'
Rein

in the present draft age without

For the Best in

Students really

without

need them here

the war

coll� after

do

We

Eliza.beth

Strange, is it not, how war snaps

going to

men?

that's optimism.
Colsey !borrows a
cap from Dr. Shiley and rbegin pick
in' out the crew. Dat was sumpin'.

but,

was over.
Going back to

Miss

tle was to Christine the thing.) At

Grace Cona.rd-If they do, what are

Signed: Professor Colseybur.

Victory

llonest!y, we didn't

will be hard on our rubber necks.

day's; that's why
in

dropped

have

We suppose the rubber shortage

own.

Dration-of summer school.

and

(now don't get we wrong, this bot

the life of a soldier.

Pem Hall has plenty of sugar

may

for America."

tary service?

18 or

Tight until the tests begin.

You

ginning of a "twenty-year plan."

Then there was that hopeful co-ed

Now we know what a school with

school

IJJoks•like the be

Don't put off until afternoon what

he means a flat tire.

Summer

"Britain Signs Twenty-year Pact
With Russia."

Colseybur would take one of these

good

Colsey

hardt gave some speeches. That was

DO YO:U think boys under 20 years
of age should be drafted for mili

He'd better 1be there!

gers.
If you can't find what you want

he wore when he was in the 1942
edition of "Shrew's Shrew."
And
believe me, iMyrt, when I look at
t hose pins of his wrapped up in

the very sight of the bottle, Gui

Draft dodgers are young men who

So finally we decided to go sail
ing in the tub.
Sailin' in a boat
made by hand by Colsey. Brother

Volga Boatman's song" (like Glenn

0. K. since they was the only ones
left of the original cast of "Ballad

By Marjorie Ingram

Never heard o' him.

Everyil>ody was there-that is ev
ery.body who is
anybody
around
Olancey's Comer. That Hayes guy
was there wearin' the same tights

Den 01

Child...

named Sherman sumpiri' or other.

ed) giV'in' us all the bird - and
dreamin of all the little birdies that
got away on the ol' course. "Cookie"

pin' new ought to be padded."

Elephant's

Ellington tellin' everyone how it re
minded her of how some guy took a
short-cut through her
grandpa's
yard down in Georgia.
Some guy

Well nothin' would suit him, but
that we break a bottle o'
sumpin
over the nose of the tub-sort of
formal like.

them tights, all I gotta say is, "Sum

attended

Eastern the fall term last year, re

One of

nam

the

head;

Waken me in the night.

Classes don't meet at night yet,

to the
chasin' hitn,

winter about havi_n' an
Ambraw
navy, so he ups and builds himself

My heart, it will not sing.
The crumpled sheets,

said

Now take the other day. A bunch
cf us guys takes our gals out to a
real high clMs brawl. It seems that
old Prof. Colseybur has been readin'
what he wrote in his column last

By Ruth G. Donnelly

Miss Reinhardt,

sailor

ways this summer, -with only a few
things a little dif.

An Excuse

the Little Campus.

the

pretty girl who was
"Things have come to a pretty pass."
We have been going on just like al

Says COl,;eybur: "Keeping the home fires burning. is hard on the back with
no

as

Well,

pounds, exclusive of golf), is demanding time and a half for overtime.

Phone

496

611 Seventh

11

A swell place to relax and have a
lriendly visit"

A Woman's Store
Nationally advertised lines-
Nelly Dons - Sacson Doris Dodson-Georgiana
Minx Modes, etc., in

D R ESS ES
Mojud - Archer - Huff
man and Kayser Hosiery.
Also Anklets

·

Barbizon Lingerie
Formfit FoundationsS LACKS - SLACK SUITS
P LiA Y SUITS

-

Dress-Well
SHOPS
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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"
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•
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Biddle 's Latest Move
Brings Criticisim

•

by Jim
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Red Clamor for New Front
Finds American Approval
lNCREASING CLAMOR from Russian sources for a
new European front finds American approval in
many parts -0f . the country. Russia's request is quite
understandable in the light 0£ her magnificent stand
against the Nazi hordt;s.
After beating back Hitler's attackerl'! from the
gates of Moscow last summer and bringing a near
�tastrophe to the German war machine last winter
in the snow and ic·e of the 2,000- mile front, Stalin's
call for another co.ntinental theater of war is not only
logical and sensible· but desirable.
The Red army has. performed a marvelous j ob since
that sprawling expanse of land first felt the German
dagger. ' The other Allies have the sta� nch sons of
.
Stalin to thank for the fact that today Hitler is a very
worried man. For even if Russia should falter and
retreat tomotrow, the myth of the invincibility of Hit·
ler has been burst. Russia ha s ably and courageously
met and held the .German juggernaut. While B ritain
was rebuilding her industrial machine and training
more men, Russ.ian rivers were running red as gallant
men died in an all-out effort to save their country
from ruin and slavery.
�foday we have a valuable ally in Red Russi� and
the huge debt whi.ch we owe her can only be paid by
�xerting every effort to aid th? Se who r1?W � re en
gaged with a Hitler, who, in his desperation, 1� cun
ning and dangerous. We have responded adnurably
with lease-lend materials to the Russians.
It now
seems necessary that we go much further and throw
man power upon the continent.
A new front on the west coast should invite open
rebellion on a big scale within the starving Europea�
countries, now writhing under the swastika. How
ever, only the minds who are planni_ng Allied s.t�ategy
are in a position to decide whether or not the time is
right for such a move. \Vhen American troops do
open the inevitable second European front, enough
men and materials must be on hand to stage a march
that w'ill end in the streets of Berlin.

Bombing of Cologne Tends to
Break Down Nazi Morale
ALTHOUGH BRITAIN'S mass bombing of the German city of Cologne occurred several nights ago,
it is never too late to laud such a feat. The work .of
the men, who handed back to Germany only the be
ginning. of a continued mass raiding which we hope
will'bring the Nazis to their knees. is more than just

a morale tonic for the Allies.
On May 30; over a thousand planes dropped on the
ill-fated Cologne a total o f three thousand tons of
bombs in less than two hours. Heralded as the great
est mass air bombardment in history, the British ex
plosives completely overwhelmed the estimated 500
altlti-aircraft guns of Cologne, killing . untold thou
sands and wounding countless more.
Leaving in their wake such an inferno that five
days later fires were still raging, the British planes
returned to their home bases for further use against!
the German cities. And as the living of Cologne
crawled out of the wreckage and the ' bomb crater�
and as the homeless limped away to find new homes.
which, in reality, do not exist, t-here must have arisen
in the minds of thos� people some doubt as to t'hc
Yt:vacity of a Hitler who .had promised that German
cities would never experience the terror of bombard
ment.
Even though the Gestapo has worked overtime
since the massacre of Cologne to keep the country
as a whole from learning the fate of one German city,
the news must have been hushed abo:ut over back ya.rd
fences and any place where people. huddle togeth�r
inside the Reich.
Coupled with the fact that the Russians are doing
an admirable job on the great European front of hold
ing Hitler's legions in check, the picture does not look
too bright for Schickelgruber.
We, too, are won
dering bow he's going to get out of this awful mess.

It took weeks

for us to recover from the saber-like stab at Pearl Harbor.

Then we spent still more time shouting our threats and dire
premises to the Japs.

Member

Member CSPA

As the first taste of ultimate vict.ory "vitamizes" Amer

ii::an Hgt.ting forces across the sea, so the American public also
is feeling the tug at our national heart.

We watched almost in disbelief as Sing

apore was wrested from the hands of the British and as the

ga:lant defenders of Bataan fell prey to the yellow conquerors.

Even then we, who consider ourselves too busy with our own

trifling problems to ponder thoroughly the nation's pred1oa
ment, did not seem to realize th.e seriousness of the situation.

Then one day the grim news of local casualties reached

home.

Perhaps it was then �at we common people saw, with

out understanding, the crazy chaos which President Roosevelt

called the "War for Survival."

The complexity of the situation

was too much for most of us to grasp; we knew that President
Roosevelt had named wisely and accurately, but as. f.ar as most

of us were concen1ed, we were fighting merely because the Japs
had attacked Pearl Harbor.

What had we done to cause that attack?

The question

may be better answered by telling what we did not do.

In

brief, we were not a "Big America ; " we were afraid of the

consequences of a bold stand for what we believed was right.

Most of us, when .asked to state the cause of this war, point
the finger of education to the petty politicians who schemed
to keep us out of the League. Others syieak glibly of the un
fairness of the Treaty of Versailles. Now that we are in the
war. we like to blame Hitler and his yellow satellites for this
infernal mess.

These are not rearons or causes-they are only trite ex

cuses.

Our pitiful inability to diagnose properly the real cause

of this mammoth struggle is evident.

We gaze in mute be

wilderment, dazzled by the compiexity and mammoth scale of
the most mysterious spectacle in the long and arduous hist.ory

of the world.

It is quite evident that we are fighting because nowhere

being

dei:>ortea to his native Australia. The decision of Mr.
Biddle, the attorney general, places the west-coast labor
leader in double jeopardy for a crime of w.hich he was never
proven guilty.
The reaction of the press of America was most inter

esting.

With the exception of the

the Hearst chain,
demnation of the
typical comments.
done and is doing

Chicago Tribune. and

a!most every paper came out with con·
action of Mr. Biddle.
Look at several
Tl:e Ohicago Sun said, . "Mr. Bridges has
a magnificent job in furnishing the un

stinting support fo his union to the

speedy and ef!icent

loading of war supplies on the Pacific coast. . . , Let

us

,hop&

that this may turn out to be some legalistic abracadabll

and can be explained as su::h to our allies."

The Chicago Daily Times states, "There 1s a war on and

few men have been plugging harder for war productioII and

shipping than Harry Bridges."

Dorothy Thompson in her

syndicated column said, "It is resentment in the place- of

thought, and panic in the place of logic." Edwin A.

Le�

made the statement in his column that "The best you can
say is that it was stupid."

What has this man done to be persecuted for six Iona

years?

The charge is that he has supported continu�

the

aims of the Communists in the United States. Indeed, he
was at one time a member of that party. But the recorll
showed that the only connection between !MI. Bridges and

-tnat party was in 1938. At that time the strike which par
alyzed the Pa-cific coast was in progress. Bridges acceptdj
aid for some workers, who had been wounded by

strike,;

breakers hired by the ship owners, from a Communist�f
labor group.

But a drowning man doesn't argue with

the

man who is trying to save his life about the color of the life

preserver that the rescuer is going to throw.

After fifteen weeks of trial, one of the most wide�

known jur!Ets, t,h.e Dean of the Harvard Law School,

Jameai

M. Landis, declared that absolutely nothing in the evidenQI
prEsented by the prosecution proved the contention of
prosecution.

the

He condemned the prosecution for having

as

witnesses "pathological liars, labor spies and criminals."

In the second trial, Judge Sears, a retired jurist of who!Ui

in the lengthy and otherwise brilliant epic of humanity has

little had ever been heard, listened to the same witn�

Why men � ave failed in this respect, when they have been

by a board of experts of the federal government, they

mankind learned to live amicably and harmoniously together.

and found Bridges guilty.

succes:;ful in making machines fty tl;lrough the air like birds

versed the decision.

able miracles, is one of the sad, ironic mysteries of the twen

order for the immediate deportation of the labor leadert

and an uns2en something like electricity perform unmeasur

tieth century.

One is tempted to conclude that there is some inborn, un

explainable urge in a man's blood to kill and conquer.

cannot allow ourrnlves to believe that.

But we

We must continuously

When his decision was ruled on

Bridges was again "not guilty."

re•

Mr. Biddle, in the face of all the records, issued his

Because of a'l the opposition to the persecution, it would be
most advisable ifor Biddle to back down. We must not make

almost as seridus a mistake as we made in 1927 when

we

executed two innocent men for a crime of which they wera

search for the answer to this problem of world harmony which

absolutely innocent.

Allies when the b'ood ceases to ftow to have that answer. We

"the good shoemaker and the poor fish peddler."

Axis nations want what other countries have and we are fight

if he desires to achieve the unity of the laboring forces of

has baffled the greatest minds of the past.

It is up to the

are fighting because the world is too greedy, too lustful.

The

ing to keep them from fulfilling their desires.

Could it be more than co-incidence that the Japs landed
on the RAT Islands when ttey made their attack on Alaska?

Newspaper Story Reiterates
Bland Deceitfulness of laps
AiN INTERElSTING sidelight to the main military action of

the war is a story which comes from the pen of G. Nicholas
Ifft Pocatello, Idaho newspaper publisher. The story was writ
ten when Ifft recalled a visit he paid Japan as a guest of
the Japanese government three years ago.
Ifft states that for years the Japanese government in
vited newspaper owners "not only from all over the United
States, but the entire world," to visit the country, with all ex
penses paid, and tour the island. Everything was done to en
tertain on a lavish �ale the visitors. Not one word was said
to persuade the journali�ts to write so much as one article on
their return.
However, quite n�turally, after the return of the Amer
ican newspaper men, tbe tendency was to ridicule any sug
gestion by the army or navy that we should arm ourselves
better in the Far East.
Ifft states that he saw no military bases, airports or
any other signs to indicate that Japa.n was anything but a
peaceful nation.
Although shipyards were extremely busy,
that was explained by the fact that Japan was at war with
China.
Cne incident which Ifft recalls is passing what is known
as the Inland Sea, which. was even then reportedly a major
naval training station. The only thing visible was a fence
higher than the train stretching for three or four miles along
tb e railroad tracks.

This story serves a.'l another grim, ironic reminder of the
bland deceit and cunning of the Japanese.

Coles County Provides Visitors
Rich, 1-/istorical Background
THERE IS a tendency for students to forget the fact that F.astern is located in a historically rich locality. One is remind
ed of th.e fact when some visitor to Charleston makes spceial
mentlon of co:es county's unusual lure and attraction for
tourists interested in history.
The latest notice of this fact was called to our attention by
a statement made by Rev. Chester !M. Grubb, Eastern's 1942
baccalaureate speaker, and published in the Bloomington, Ill.
Rotary publication. Rev. Grubb, in speaking of this region,
makes the following comment : "When one visits the shrine of
the Lincoln home, a feeling of appreciation comes into his
soul. He realizes that the great character A:braham Lincoln
inheritz d the courage and the resourcefulness of the pioneer.
The simp"icity of his surroundings contributed much to his
greateness."
Here, almo�.t at our doorstep, is .history - history which
visitors travel long distances to see. Yet we go about our
daily tasks unmindful of the rich and almost unlimited en
vironment wt ich is within earshot. We, who work and live
here, should take renewed coul'ag-e from the fact that here one
of t'.:e greatest of men inherited the qualities which contributed
to his greatness. The shrine of the Lincoln home should pro
vide as much inspiration to us
as it continues to furnis.h
visitors.

We must never again have anotbtli

breach of justice to compare with the legalized murdet of

It is obvious that the only course left open to Mr. Biddlet

the west coast, if he desires our allies to believe our Four

Fteedoms are something more than just wartime "campaiJI
promises," if he desires all of this-'Mr. Biddle has no course
left open to
BRIDGES !

him

except

to

FREE

HARRY

RENTOlll

Strict Japanese Censorship
/-/ides Truth from People
"THE JAPANESE people are ready to crack up. Their navi4
and air losses have been too much for them.

The

war

tion, has been making the rounds since the battles of

the

won't last much. longer."

That remark, with slight variall

Coral sea and of Midway.

Several points should be

remembered wR.en we con·

sider the morale of the Sons of the Sun.
We, in Amerie,i
are blessed with only a few minor curses of censorship, We
have been promised by the nation's leader to be told all

the

news "frankly and boldly" when the truth. about the situa.

tion has been learned and when the release of the infor
mation would not be of benefit to the enemy.
But, in Japan, all papers are

strictly

radios are licensed by the government.

censored.

All

Furthermonfc no

radios are sold to th.e general public which could pick up

any foreign stations.

In one instance, however, they were

Continued

on

Page Five
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Stanley Robi nson
Pens Letter Home

�ASTERN . . .
1n the
.

•

•

ALMOST BEFORE the words of the

active

•

SERVICE

duty

in

various

parts

of

commencement speaker had died
away, some members of the class of

the globe before being transferred

'42 were inducted into the

active training for

forces of the country.
son,

Lindon

Craven,

armed

Bob Robin

JElam.

Lloyd

and Danny James, all of whom

re

here to this d uty.

I have been i n
t6 months and

at Norfolk seven monLhs.

"I would like to visit the

c•ld

school again and the teachers that

ceived their degree in commerce this

I used to know.

si;-ring, were inducted into the reg

possible.

But >hat is im

We are t1-ying to do a g(){ld

ular army the week following com

job here and I think this trouble

mencement.

will all turn out with us on top." His

Robinson, Craven and

Elam are stationed at :i:8 Technical

address : Aviation Radi0man Patrol

School, Squadron, Special Fligha H,

Wings

Tent C-28, Jefferson Baracks, Mo.

Air Station, Norfolk,

James' address is Co. F., Bldg. 120

RRC, Camp Grant, Ill.
Lieut. J.

M.

dent, is in the signal corps of the
tegular army.

He

James

ern

Lattig, former stu

was ordered to

llawaii in August, 1941.

Pvt. Wal 
la.ce Wilson, who was stage manager
for Players during his three years
at Eastern before his induction into
the army last fall, visited the college

during commencement week before
ibeing transferred from his former

Atlantic,

last

the

Naval

Artu-Staff,
Va.

Stull, who attended East

year, is

now

following address :

in the Air Corps Technical school,
Chanute Field, Rantoul, Ill. Wilson
L. Pinkstaff received his commission
as a lieutenant in the
army
air
corps at Brooks Field, Texas, on
�ugust 15, 1941, and is now sta
tioned at Dayton, Ohio.
Pvt. Leroy Adams is in the Ma

rine corps and stationed with J>la
toon 346, Marine Corps ibase, Sa.n
ID!ego, Calif. Harold Bullerman '45,

was sworn in as a flying cadet on
Mar. 22, 1942 .but was iminediately

granted

a furlough and is now await

ing a call.
Robert Cather is a flying cadet,

stationed

toul, Ill.

Chanute Field, Ran
Currey '42, is a ci

at

Charles

vilian instructor, teaching radio en

gineering at Scott Field, Ill.

Dean

Davis '41, is taking Naval Teachers
training in Chicago under the sup
He
�sion of Naval instructors.

will be sent, upon the completion of

his training, to a naval base to teach
;repair of planes.
Morris Henderscn enlisted in the

army air corps in February but has
yet. Bayes K ennar<l
'41, enlisted in the naval V-7 pro
gram and is awaiting ('all. Bill )lc
Carthy '44, is in the Quartermaster

not been called

[ltepartment at Camp Grant. His ad
dress: iH. Q. 1610 CASU, Barracks
218, ca.mp Grant.
Herschel

McPheron

'43, enlisted

in the army air corps in January,
1942, and is now s•.ationed at the
Training

J\.il" Corps

detachment,

rl.cedemy of Aeronau,ic&, New York
J\jrport station, Flust ing. New York.
tilf;
Orval Spurlin, wh'l entered

illll7�/ May 12 1942, wrrn�s Dr. Buz
-mrd that "My trai.aln3 period is
just half ove.-. Then I'l, either be
.sent to a na\'al base a:. a physical

&:st:-uctor and a p'atool'l pusher or
EEnt to sea. Personally, i prefer th�
Sonner but r'"l'l ready to do as mY
Spurlin was a
J.iperiors see fi', "

fotr"er Eastern .st:i.;: on the basket
liall floor and pres�dr.nt of the senior
1-'il> address : CSPA.
el:1�s of '41.
t'nit I, East Sq•iad 34, tTSNTS, Nor
lc.lk. Va.
r.ieut.
Charle<; Fon>man write&
Ror K. Wilson to e.rpress his thanks
for the Alumr.i cci.:·.on of the /\'�

Ht; states "We

are

�·F.

very busy drill··

iDg and lecturins to medical troups.
Camp Grant is :i beautiful place, lo ·
cated on the Hoc:t. i·ivei;.
dress :

Co. A, 34t.h

MTB.

His ad
Camp

Grant, Ill .

L. Baker writes
from
that he is an i;istruc 

Hildreth

[l!lorfolk,

Ya.,

tor at the Aircraft R!l.dioma.n train 

ing school there and tkit his job

Is to train racti'>men for the patrol
He stlltes, •·r was in the na

jlanes.

val reserve

communica.tio11 brand1

in St. Louis, Mo. before tf1c emerg

ency

was

declared

and

was

on

Crew Sets Record
LIEUTENANT STANLEY Robinson,
for.mer member of

the

Eastern

Commerce department, penned the
following letter on June 13 to Dr.
James M. Thompson, head of the
Commerce department :
.

Dear Dr. Thompsoti :
"I

am now bound for New Or

leans.

We got in last night.

I was

on watch most of the night and had
hoped

to go

home

today.

At

10

o'clock this morning, Captain Wor
they summoned

five of us to the

office and said he had a telephone
call for five offi·cers to be sent to
New Orleans today, for urgent, spe
cial duty, and that we five had been

James R. Stull, Sub. Repair unit, U.

S. N. Submarine Base, Pearl Harbor,

selected.

We grabbed

our

things

and 'boarded the train early in the

T. H. Lieutenant JMk Austin is now

afternoon.

stationed with the 76th Division .Ar

the nature of the duty, but we have

tillery, Fort Meade, Md.

our guess.

As yet, we don't know

Arlin Rennels' new address is A.

"Now listen to me brag.

My gun

A. F. T. D., Douglas, Ga. Lieutenant

crew took first place in

oompeti

Herschel Mahon is an instructor at

tion with 19 crews on the two ships

·

Goodfellow Field, San Angelo, Tex.

this week.

They .made a good rat

ing in the anti-aircraft firing test
shooting at balloons, and when we

Jo p Ce n sorshi p

came up for the test on the 4-inch

Conceals Truth

nine shots on a moving target 12

50 gun, they got nine hits out of
a.

feet square and over

mile away.

The captain said they set the rec

Continued from Page Four

ord for the season.

To be honest,

they were just 'lucky."'
able to pick up an American news

STANLEY ROBINSON.

man at a Shanghai station, who in
sisted on telling
Black

the

Dragon society

truth.

The

immediately

attempted the assassination of the
radio commentator.
Remembering

that,

our

short

wave pickup stations have listened
in to broadcasts, from Jap stations,
designed

for

home

They painted

the

consumption.

Coral

Sea

en

counter as a Nippon victory and the
overwhel.Jning
close battle.
vious.

and

Allied

victory

as

a

The conclusion is ob

Only our Jimmy

our 2,000

pound

Doolittles

bombs

are

needed to give the lie to the Nip
ponese claims.
The war is not yet won.

Ang us A n nou nces

ties.

We can rejoice in the victories

way for the conquests yet to come

Social

Science

will

spend the first term of the summer
session working as time-keeper in
the army ordnance plant at Con
neaut Lake, .Penn.

However, Coach

Angus does e�

tend a special invitation to all men
students to attend the play sessions
held every afternoon from 3 :30 to 5
in the health education building.

Hot?

Yes!

Your car needs

a new

summer lubrication

job.

AT TENTH

the

morning classes;

it's the fact that

we have to get up too early.

Resolv

ed: That we will try to get up one
minute earlier in order to be in our
seats at least by the second roll call .
The Women's Physkal Education
department is

introducing

some

thing different this summer by of
fering all women an opportunity to
participate in a variety of recrea 
tional
golf,

activities.
archery,

·Such sports

badminton,

board, and deck tennis are a few
of those included every

term.

afternoon

WH I T E
AND HEATING

COMPANY
Plumbing,

Heating

and Sheet

Met.al Work

TELEPHON E 295

Newton last Thursday night, June
11.

Dr. William H. Zeigel, a member
of

the Education

depa.rtment and

newly-elected president of the Char
leston Rotary club, extended greet
ings to the group from the Char
leston club and introduced the film,
which was shown by Grace Guthrie

'43, and Jim Hanks '44. Mrs. Zeigel
was a guest at the dinner.
----- -

---�

senior life saver and water-front di
rector .

the hulletin boards fo.r more specific
All facilities of the
department are open to the women

announcements.

of the school and any

equipment

may rbe checked out after 4 : 30. p. m.
May.be it's hard to believe ibut al
ready we have ·been in one class the
same amount of time we would or
dinarily spend in four weeks in the
regular school year.

Who says we

H ei se Attends
BETTY HEISE '44, of
last

week

for

Charleston,
Culver,

Ind.,

where she will attend the National
Aquatic school.

•

'we

.

are

.

equipped

to

give you one of those
jobs.

Aq uatic School
left

Drive
In

expert wash and polish

She is 1being sent

the local chapter of the Red
Cross and will receive tralning as a

MOORE'S

G U LF
Service

Lincoln at Eleventh

___

e

JUNE 1 7-18

SHIRLEY TEMPLE i n

"MISS· ANNIE ROONEY ''
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-

JUNE 19-20

" CALL OUT THE MARINES "
William TRACY-Joe SAWYER i n

''ABOUT

SUN DAY-MON DAY-

LOVE

With Cool, Delicious

BUTTERMILK
Buttermilk Cools The
Blood and Soothes
The Nerves
It aids cigestion and. increases

vitality

without

adding

For greater health and comfort in warm weather,

AVAILABLE AT YOUR NEAREST GROCER
OR PHONE 7

Meadow Gold Dairy

FACE''
JUN E 21 -22

COMES TO/RINE RIDGE

drink Buttermilk every day.

PLUMBING

program sponsored iby the Newton
Rotary club at Hotel iLitzelman at

except Friday from 4 : 30 to 6. Watch

Refresh Yourself

weight.

ern," was shown at the ladies' night

as

shuffle

N EWE LL'S

Eastern during the second summer

at

that

Victor McLAGLEN -Edmu nd LOWE i n

end of the five weeks to teach at

return

fact

us look so sleepy-eyed at these first

scarcity of men students.

SE RVI CE STATI O N
SouttJ: Side of Lincoln Street

Dr. Coleman wm

the

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY-

gram held this summer, due to the

Drive in and let us give it

department

isn't

wm- be no regular intra-mural pro

refreshed, too!

DR . CHARLES H . Coleman of the

IT

WI LL RO G E RS

victory.

In Defense Plant

in natural colors, "Life at East
AGREED :

ucation de�rtment states that there

AN ANNOUNCEMENT from Winfield S. Angus of the !Physical Ed

and for the inevitable and complete

Colemo n Vocations

EA.STERN'S MOTION picture film

Foregoi ng of lntromurols

Blood,

M:hieved, but we must prepare the

. . . . by Jeanne Cress

Newton Rotary Club
Views El Movie

by

sweat and tears must be put into
the conflict in unheard of quanti

For Wo m en Only
we go to bed too late that makes

located at

Fort Ben,ning, Ga., for officers train
Buel Walters '36, is an instructor

Former Teacher' s Gu n

Stcrekeeper

post at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., to
ing.

PAGE FIVE

SHOWS
CONTINUOUS
FROM

2 : 00
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Art Fraternity
Sponsors Contest

Investigative Work Beckons App!icants

S. Civil Service Commission
Announces New Vacancies
U.

has offered to help any entrant by
liminary drawings.
The committee of judges Includes
three

annowicement released recently iby

Washington, D. C.,

and
Ap

in

committee: Faculty, Mr. Louis Hoo
ver, art, chairmah; Miss Ethel Han
son, Music ; Dr. Walter Scruggs, zo
ology;

status for the greater part of the
The work will be of a confidential

The rules are relatively simple, ac
that

The

entries

ularly desired.
Applicants must be

at

and not over 55 years.

least

25

A written

test will be given to competitors to
determine their aptitude for learn
ing and adjusting to the duties in
the service.

The appointments will

be for the duration of the war and
for no longer than six months there

HARRY

WOOD,

former

Eas'ern

student, who was reported missing
following the
Lexington.

sinking
However,

of

the

USS

word

was

received to the effect that he

was

safe.

History

Survey

revealed to

The 20-acre body of water is be

department

will sponsor tonight, May 17, the
first of a series of weekly Wednes
day night sings during the summer
session in the Main auditorium.

and students featured entertainers.
The theme of tonlght's program,

Heller will accompany both students.
Both students and townspeople re
vealed an interest in last summer's

Gu inoghs Visit
In Pittsb urgh
DR. AND Mrs. Kevin Guinagh spent
the week between commencement

and the opening of summer

school

Newcastle, Penn.

of

ties,

rprizes

duplicate

In

case

will be

Wss Weakley states that
sketches must be in ·black and white.
Absolutely no color can .be used, and
awarded.

#

pen or brush and ink.

w-

PARKER "51"-The Only pen for
the pniy Dad ! Father's Day Sun

You ·wm make Dad
happy with a Parker "51"-See these
Dependabl�
at 0. P. Ooon's, the

day, June 21.

Jeweler, 4-08 Sixth street.

All en

of the four divisions.

that no signatures appear on the

TEMPRA
Sho.w Card Colors
for
School Art Work

"BOB H I LL"

have been judged.
Participants should turn

entries

in to Dr. Whiting, Ruth Weakley,
Doris Hendricks, or Dario Covi .

South Side of the Square

1''. L. RYAN

PHONE

598

America's

an educa
Am.azintl

Wonders.

eral supervisor of the meeting.
Classes, held in the morning In the
church dram�. chureh worship, life
and teachings of Christ, the mean

ing of church membership, and the
Bible.
The afternoons were devoted to
the recreation of the

members o!

were held in the evenings.

Stevens Entertains
Student Teachers

Beautiful
Spectator
Pumps

JMEMBERS OF Miss I..eah Stevens'

Blue and White

practice teaching class were guests
of honor at a luncheon at her home
on

Monroe

street

last

THERE

3.98

Thursday,

18 NO SUBSTITUTE

FOR QUALITY

A good hair cut just doesn't hap
pen-it is the result o! long ex
perience and careful attention.
You can get that kind of service
at the

HOLMES BARBER SHOP
Southwest Comer

Faculty Member
Makes Chicag o Trek
DR. AND Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs
spent the vacation visiting rela
tiv'es in Chicago.

Why Not !

of Square

•

•

•

STOP I N AN D BE REFRESHED

Dr. Scruggs is a

at

member oI the Zoology department.

Corner Confectionery
For . . . .

Northeast Corner Square

FLOWE RS

Staple Groceries-- School Supplies

Coll

TELEPHONE 81

LINCO LN AVENU E GROCE RY

CARROLL'S

W. E. GOSSEIT, Proprietor
Located One-Half Block East of Campus

Your Florists
Will Rogers Bldg.

Phone

39

Hey People

The Place for All Your Hardware and
Sporting N eeds

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE

•

•

•

Come on-get hep.

F R O M M E L H A R D WA R E

Know What' s . Buzzin' Cuzzin?

492
Do

you

know tow lucky you are?

Well, you're plenty that way,

'cause a coup·e of regular guys got to.,
aether and decided to hang the

Whether It's in Royalty
or Merchandise

"KINGS" STANO AT THE TOP
School Supplies, visit

is always appreciated. And no

The RYAN STUDIO

picture,

in Illinois and Wisconsin, was gen

All entries will be given a

sketches.

number and the names of the own

per Note Books, Sheaffer Pens and Other

one can give yours but you.
Have one made today at

O. T.

The commit

For a complete assortment of Stationery, Zip
A Photograph . . .

tional

weath�

Following the supper, the 80 peo

June 1 1 .

of 1941, will be open to !fishermen
from 6 to 10 a. m. and from 3 to 8
p. m. every· day except Monday and
Tuesday.

was the missionary teacher.

Mattox, director of youth movements

.been originally plan�

Fresh and Cured Meats-Fruits and Vegetables

way as to give the survey fish tech

The lake, which was stocked with
100 largemouth bass in the spring

ple who attended viewed

weekly sings.

H. Coleman.

keen, a limit of one fishing period
a week may be made.

1 an:l. prizes will be awarded to the

theme, and with faculty members

Conneaut Lake, Pa., 1by Dr. Charles

for only 15 minutes 1beyond the time
of the appointment and are then re
applicant at
next
leased to the
hand. · If the demand for fishing is

sionary born and reared in India,

the conference, and vesper services

ers will not be revealed until entries

Survey, according to Dr. Frison, and
fishing will be regulated in such a

boats now at the lake.
may ,be made by calling Nwnber
Boats
exchange.
7476, Charleston
reserv'ed by appointment are held

the locale was changed.

tee in charge of the contest requests

MUSIC

mental lake by the Natural History

Reservations

ned but due to inclement

EASTElRN'S

They were accompanied as far as

Fishing will be allowed by aippoint
ment only and only from boats, al
though no charge is made for fish
ing or for use of the Survey's eight

An outdoor picnic on the south

I)r. Sterling Brown of Drake uni
versity, Iowa, served as dean of the
conference and c. G. Elson, a mis

Helen Monroe.

ing operated strictly as an experi

nicians a complete check on all fish
taken from the water.

the health education ·building,

tries must be classified under one

visiting relatives in ·Pittsburgh and

day.

may

Tues-.

hosts at a supper

campus had

t£r E. McAllister, Sam Arbuckle, and

"Patriotism," features Louise Doak

tural

individual

were

June 6.

neatness, and compositlon.

'43, contralto, and Wilma Jean Daily
'44, violinist. Dean of Men H. F.

Dr. T. H. Frison, chief, llilnois Na

building

be judged on the basis of originality,

Washington office.

day, June 18, an announcement by

education

College Holds
Al l-School Si ngs

class post offices, or direct from its

ened to fishing ;by the public Thurs

health

These students who attended were

program centered around a definite

RIDGE LAKE, in Fox Ridge State
Park near Charleston, will be op

the

Lee Podesta, Lloyd C. Henson, Wal

cepted until the needs of the serv

Fox Ridge Lake
Opens for Fishing

in

club

day night, June 9, to their wives in

from Sunday, May 31 to Saturday,

Sketches may be on white pa.per

ice have been met.

second

MEMBERS OF Charleston Rota.rt

En

of any size or grade, and entries will

summer's series will ·be conducted on
the same 1basis as last year with the

resentatives at first- and

each

winners the following week.

on,

Washington, D. C., and will be ac

obtained from the commission's rep

that

ed: pencil, cparcoal, lithograpft cray

Dr. Leo J. Dvorak, head of the

be

as

the following media will be accept

Music department, states that this

The forms for applying may

well

The contest is scheduled to close

must be filed

Applications

a Christian

promptly at 4 p. m. Wednesday, July

with the Civil Service Commission,

after.

as

submit.

making investigations in connection
>nth the prosecution of civil or crim

accredited college may be substitut
ed for a :part of the experience.
Persons with legal education and
appropriate experience are partic

members-,

There is no limit to the number of

in

the
in meeting and dealing with
public. Education completed in an

faculty

She states

students, are urged to participate.

data developed must be assembled
in written reports.

cases for trial, or in responstble po
sitions which required the exercise
of tact and independent judgment

Fetes Wives

health education building, dealt with

cording to Miss Weakley.

tor must meet and confer with ln

inal cases, in the general practi::e of
law which included court presenta
tion or Investigation in preparing

Christine Dearn

David Fisher.

character, in which the investiga

required either

Students:

barger, Ruth Miller, Bob Frame, and

time.

Experience is

four

The following are members Of this

pointees will probably .:be in a travel

div'iduals in all walks of life.

members and

department and other departments.

The salary is $2,6CJl:l a year.

It is expected that positions will be
filled

faculty

students chosen both from the Art

the United States Civil Service com

throughout the United States.

Endeavor Confo

deavor conference held at Eastern

Sale

cies are being sought according to an

Rotary Club

linois attended

criticizing or commenting- on pre

vestigative work for federal agen

Young People Attend
YOUNG PEOPLE from eastern Il-

Continued from Page One

INVESTIGATORS TO perform In-

mission.
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KING BROS.
PHONE 428

B O O K AN D
STATIONERY

STORE

WEST SIDE SQUARE

Welcome sign on the old Kline building.

But-not before it

was

Exterminated, Renovated, Pasteurized and Fumigated.
Yes, it's a new game to Charleston, and how everyone's

takJ.n4j

it up!
Duck P�ns has eV':!rything to offer-it's fun, it's good exercise and
more for your money.

The Gang Will Be There. Join Them
at the

Duck B o wl
•

